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ABSTRACT

Israeli posters created during the first three decades of statehood express 
ideas central to constructing national identity. The article argues that post-
ers produced by the state and its official agencies show the complex rela-
tionship between democracy and Judaism, as well as gender and ethnic 
difference. Democracy was represented by manifestations of modernity, 
progress, gender equality, and ethnic difference; religious symbols and 
narratives represented Judaism. These elements were visually integrated in 
posters, and express the complexities of Israeli democracy, as well as chang-
ing attitudes towards difference and Judaism. The article demonstrates 
that designers enlisted sophisticated means of both abstract and figurative 
artistic devices to mediate these ideas, making a significant contribution to 
the construction of Israeli visual culture.

INTRODUCTION

The article investigates the negotiation of democracy, Juda-
ism, and ethnic and gender difference in official Israeli posters. It ana-
lyzes how the state, following its establishment in 1948, disseminated ideas 
through posters produced by the government and by national agencies, 
most of which existed prior to 1948 as Zionist organizations. The inves-
tigation ends in the late 1970s with the termination of the Labor party 
regime, the rise of the Likud government (1977), and the signing of peace 
accords with Egypt (1978), all of which engendered profound cultural 
transformations.
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With the goal of presenting a discussion that is both broad and com-
prehensive, I selected eight posters from the collection of the Central 
Zionist Archives, which houses over 4,500 posters. These were created by 
well-known designers and by lesser-known ones. I sought posters of out-
standing artistic quality that stood out in their diversity—both in relation-
ship to each other and the corpus—rather than by their conformity to a 
specific style or maker. Accordingly, my analysis demonstrates a multiplicity 
of approaches to design and content, and does not suggest the existence of 
mega-phenomena, although several of the posters discussed here certainly 
fit into wider design tendencies. This qualitative approach is inspired by 
similar art-historical studies that analyze posters as embodying national 
ideologies and social realities, such as Staber’s research on Swiss posters or 
Koščević’s study of Yugoslavian ones.¹

The first section problematizes the relationship between democracy, 
Judaism, and difference in their cultural context. The second and third 
sections analyze posters dedicated to the holidays of Shavuot and Indepen-
dence Day, and address religious imagery alongside broader secular con-
tents and representation of difference. The fourth section demonstrates the 
negotiation of ethnic otherness through the use of architecture. The article’s 
fifth section considers new approaches during the 1970s, as represented in 
an Independence Day poster and a publicity/tourism poster for Jerusalem. 
It concludes with a discussion of the representation of national ideals in 
posters, as expressed by the works analyzed.

Research on various aspects of Zionist and Israeli posters and poster 
artists has been conducted to date.² In 1989, Batya Donner curated a 
groundbreaking exhibition of Zionist and Israeli visual culture, titled 
Living with the Dream. It included a large selection of posters created until 
the 1960s.³ Several exhibitions and articles dealing with specific artists or 
themes have since been curated and published.4 This scholarship examined 
posters as propaganda and analyzed their iconography. However, as with 
the study of posters globally, Israeli posters remain on the margins of art 
history’s disciplinary engagement5 and a large body of posters created after 
1948 has yet to be explored. The article contributes to existing scholarship 
on Israeli posters in two ways: first, in discussing works that have hitherto 
not been researched; second, in analyzing the posters from cultural and 
ideological aspects that have not yet been addressed.
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EMBODYING DEMOCRACY, JUDAISM,  
AND DIFFERENCE IN ISRAELI CULTURE

In past years, scholars in the field of Israel Studies have commenced theoriz-
ing Israeli democracy as related to cultural practices and their evolution.6 
Two problems arise in this respect: first—the difficulty in associating a 
concept as abstract as democracy with concrete images; second—defining 
democracy itself. It would be over-ambitious to evaluate Israel as democratic 
and Jewish in the framework of the present research. This issue has received 
ample scholarly debate and is constantly being revisited.7 As Ruth Gavison 
writes, the “tensions between the Jewish and the democratic elements in 
Israel’s regime . . . have accompanied the Zionist movement and its idea of 
a Jewish state from the very beginning”.8 I approach the selected posters 
under the basic concept that Israel’s regime indeed combines democratic 
rule with Judaism, making it an important factor not only in politics but 
also in culture.9

Religion is represented in Israeli posters more eloquently than democ-
racy. While often perceived as contrasting the rise of national liberation 
movements, such as Zionism, religion nonetheless played an important 
role in constructing Zionist ideology.¹0 This interrelationship between 
Zionism and Judaism continued in the Israeli nation.¹¹ Sociologist Yehouda 
Shenhav, drawing on the theories of Benedict Anderson, underscores the 
discursive relationship between the modern, democratic Israeli regime and 
its Jewish past, observing, “Nationalism has recourse to religion, religious 
signifiers, and primordial ethnicity in order to formulate its own identity 
as secular and modern.”¹² Within this framework Jewish holidays were 
transformed into civic ones, while imbuing non-religious, civic holidays 
and commemorative days with religious content as well.¹³ This process has 
been termed “civil religion”,¹4 and was clearly represented in posters created 
during the first decades of statehood.

Ethnic difference was often visualized in posters alongside images of 
nation-building and civil religion. I will show that it represented aliya—
mass immigration to Israel—and social diversity. During Israel’s first 
decades, new immigrants were required to adapt to the democratic, modern 
state. The “melting pot” approach was implemented, dictating that the state 
must use its institutions to create a unified Israeli culture into which the 
new immigrant would be assimilated.¹5 Immigrants retained their customs 
while simultaneously adopting Israeli identity.¹6 Within these constructs, 
the Palestinian minority was politically and culturally excluded. During 
the late 1960s and the 1970s, unification of culture and religion began to 
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be contested, and approaches towards minorities changed. The depiction 
of gender difference in the posters represented diversity and equality. These 
are examined here as an aspect of democratic regimes’ egalitarian principles. 
The following discussion treats these four concepts—democracy, Judaism, 
and gender and ethnic difference—as interrelated, and analyzes their visual 
representation.

POSTERS COMMEMORATING SHAVUOT: 
AGRICULTURAL IMAGERY AND GIVING THE TORAH

We begin with two posters from the 1950s and early 1960s, which com-
memorate the holiday of Shavuot, and represent two differing solutions to 
visually merging Jewish and national identities. Shavuot was the pilgrimage 
festival in which the first fruits were brought to the Temple; it also com-
memorated giving the Torah on Mt. Sinai. In the new state it was celebrated 
chiefly by agricultural festivals.¹7 Transformed into a civic religion, these 
agricultural rites symbolized the revival of ties with Eretz-Israel.¹8

The first poster discussed here was produced circa 1955–1960.¹9 It was 
designed by Roli Studio (Gerd Rothschild, 1919–1991, and Ze’ev Lipman, 
b. 1920) for the JNF ( Jewish National Fund) Teachers’ Council, for educa-
tional purposes (see Fig. 1).²0 The JNF, founded in 1901, designated a central 
place for education, and a significant part of its activities and propaganda 
were entrusted to its Teachers’ Council, founded in 1927.²¹

The poster depicts a procession of children. In the background a 
reaper is harvesting wheat and a typical agricultural settlement, a moshav 
or kibbutz, is depicted. The settlement exhibits ample vegetation, red roofs, 
tents, a water tower, and what appear to be public buildings. Two sentences 
appear on the poster: “And thou shalt observe the feast of weeks, of the 
first fruits of wheat harvest” (Exodus 34:22); and “We have brought the first 
fruits of the earth as an offering for the redemption of the land of Israel.”²² 
The poster was executed in a naturalistic style often seen in 1950s posters, 
and both children and produce are accurately depicted.²³

The poster’s representation of a communal agricultural settlement 
underscores the latter’s perception as the ideal basis for the new state.²4 
Agriculture was central to the JNF’s ideal of redemption of the land, and 
this is reiterated in the poster’s slogans.²5 In the procession, the first girl 
has a basket laden with dates, olives, pomegranates, grapes, and figs, and a 
lamb walks at her side. The boy following her holds a sheaf of wheat, which 
also represents barley in Zionist iconography. Altogether, their produce 
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represents the biblical seven kinds, which in Zionist iconography symbolized 
cultivation and the obliteration of wilderness,²6 inscribed in the poster’s 
text. Two children carrying a cluster of bananas on a staff emulate the spies 
sent into Canaan—a biblical theme popular in both Zionist and Israeli 
art.²7 As Alec Mishori has shown, cultural engagement with local fauna and 
flora was central to reuniting the Jewish immigrant with his homeland.²8 
This engagement, clearly present in the Shavuot poster, continues similar 
depictions from the pre-state period. Religious ritual is thus invested with 
the secular content of agricultural produce and its national importance.

The children’s representation alludes to two basic principles of democ-
racy: first, both boys and girls are depicted, suggesting gender equality. This 
principle was upheld by the state, and appeared in posters as a part of con-
structing an image of women as equals in the new nation.²9 The children’s 
clothes comprise mostly thigh-length dresses, shirts, and shorts, as well as 
the typical Israeli tembel hat. These were characteristic of kibbutz festive 
attire in the early years of the state.³0 The girls are allotted stereotypical 
feminine attributes by the wreaths that adorn their long hair. The girl lead-
ing the procession wears a long, Oriental-style headdress, which possibly 
alludes to images of shepherdesses in Bezalel art, signifying attachment to 
the land.

One of the children carrying the bananas has prominently darker skin. 
He wears a barrette and long overalls—an indication of foreign dress. As 
noted by Donner, these slight differences in ethnic characteristics and dress 
signified the new immigrant.³¹ This child possibly represents a Mizrahi 
immigrant; his hat, complexion, and hint of sideburns ( peyote) strengthen 
this claim. In the 1950s the visual depiction of such ethnic differences 
expressed kibbutz galuyot, the ingathering of diverse Jewish exiles in Israel. 
As observed by Orit Rozin, the Israeli encounter with Mizrahi Jews, who 
immigrated from Africa and Asia, was the most significant in the absorp-
tion of mass immigration. They came from a markedly different cultural 
background, and were perceived as primitive Others.³² Including a dark-
skinned child in the procession possibly portrays the absorption of Mizrahi 
children in kibbutzim, an intervention intended to give these immigrants 
“modern” education and better living standards, while being separated from 
their families.³³ The dark-skinned child thus alludes to ethnic diversity, 
while national unity and gender equality are underscored by the children’s 
mostly white clothing.

The reaper, derived from nineteenth-century portrayals of agricultural 
labor, lacks ethnic distinction and is shown from behind, thus contribut-
ing to this sense of unity.³4 These representations reflect the striving for a 
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homogeneous culture in the democratic state, which depended to a great 
extent upon a unified system of education.³5 While these aspirations did 
not materialize,³6 they were nonetheless vividly present in numerous pro-
paganda posters, as will be shown in the ensuing examples. This poster’s 
emphasis on Shavuot’s agrarian aspects underscores national, cultural, and 
religious unity. It represents Judaism as conceived by the dominant secular 
Israeli culture, and images democracy through gender equality and ethnic 
difference, albeit understated and diffused.

Posters such as the one by Menachem Gueffen (b. 1930; see Fig. 2) were 
less common for commemorating Shavuot.³7 Entitled “Shavuot—Day of 
Giving the Torah”, this poster depicts a different aspect of the holiday. It was 
also produced by the JNF during the 1950s or 1960s, probably for school-
children. An abstract pair of hands rises from Mt. Sinai where, according 
to the scriptures, Moses descended with the tablets of the Ten Command-
ments. A large crowd—the People of Israel—is assembled at the foot of the 
mountain. In the background a row of tents, two of them flagged, appear 
with stylized clouds and the sun above them. Thick black outlines delineate 
landscape and figures, and flat colors are used. This poster is more abstract 
than the Roli Studio poster, testifying to the richness of styles used during 
these decades, as each designer chose his own artistic devices.

From the civic aspect, the giving of the Torah was perceived as the 
event during which Jews were first defined as a nation. For example, in a 
1932 Shavuot celebration, Menachem Ussishkin underscored the symbolic 
and historic connection between the Biblical event and Zionist national 
revival.³8 David Ben-Gurion expressed similar ideas, viewing the establish-
ment of Israel as “a ‘messianic’ event, equal . . . to the Exodus from Egypt 
and the giving of the Torah on Mount Sinai”.³9 The nation’s leading figures 
thus interpreted Shavuot as marking the creation of Jewish society, and 
prefiguring modern Israeli society.40 This interpretation also reflects the 
JNF’s propaganda, which emphasized both historical and Jewish aspects in 
its dissemination of the civic values of holidays.4¹

Gueffen’s abstract treatment of the Torah tablets underscores the flu-
idity of their civic and religious meaning. The tablets display the first ten 
letters of the Hebrew alphabet. While representations of the Ten Com-
mandments were common in both Jewish and Christian iconography since 
ancient times, abbreviating them with letters only was usually reserved for 
depiction on smaller objects, such as books or tallit brooches.4² I propose 
that using abbreviations in the poster medium, which is both large and 
intended for public consumption, attempted to downplay religion and 
emphasize national identity. In this case, depicting the first ten letters of 
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the alphabet represented the adoption of Hebrew as the national language, 
mediating its seminal importance to both newcomers and veteran Israelis.

The immense gathering of people expresses unity. The multitudes 
are executed in an overall brown shade, exhibit similar facial features, and 
are dressed in an Orientalized pseudo-ancient garb. Only one yellow-
clad feminine figure is portrayed: her breasts are outlined, she has no 
beard, and a small child stands next to her. Other than that, it is difficult 
to distinguish women from men. This homogeneous audience demon-
strates that the historical event was important not only in sanctifying 
Judaism’s laws; it contained the roots of a unified and egalitarian Israeli 
society. Alexander Kaye has shown that religious-Zionist thought during 
the formative years of the state emphasized the congruence between the 
democratic principles of social equality and freedom of choice, and Jewish 
traditions.4³ This poster’s depiction of a crowd lacking gender, ethnic, and 
social distinctions provides an excellent example of how these principles 
were represented in propaganda: portraying ancient biblical unity as the 
foundation for a united democratic nation imbues the giving of the Torah 
with civic meaning.

Each of these posters thus represents Shavuot differently, creating a 
discursive ground for visualizing ideals of the new nation: Giving the Torah 
becomes an emblem of unity and popular participation; the agricultural 
procession reifies attachment to the land, practiced by both girls and boys 
as a reflection of egalitarianism. As with other cultural products,44 biblical 
narrative was used here to create national identity.

INDEPENDENCE DAY POSTERS:  
NATION, GENDER, DIFFERENCE

Independence Day is a secular holiday, which prior to the rise of new media 
was annually commemorated with posters.45 Scholarly papers dealing with 
these, as well as the excellent exhibition held in 2008 at Ben-Gurion Inter-
national Airport, demonstrate the impact that posters have in the making 
of Israeli visual culture.46 In this section, I discuss two such posters that dis-
seminate similar national ideals, yet exemplify differing design approaches. 
Yechezkel Kimhi (1918–94) designed the first poster for the State’s tenth 
anniversary (see Fig. 3).47 The second is by renowned artist and designer 
Jean David (1908–93) (see Fig. 4), its date unspecified.

Kimhi’s poster is executed in a semi-abstract style that appears to be 
derived from abstract Surrealism. Accordingly, freeform lines intersect with 
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each other and transparent, fluid coloring is used. The poster is dedicated 
to “Jewish children everywhere” by the JNF. Its dedication and title are 
bilingual: “Ten Years of Israel’s Independence” is written in Hebrew, and 
in English: “Israel—Ten Years of Statehood”. The titles are located in a 
banner under the illustration. Accompanying them are slogans in Hebrew: 
“Gathering of Israel”, “Flowering wildernesses”, “Taking root in the land”, 
“Fortifying security”, and “Building and creating”. Young men, women, 
girls, and boys are engaged in activities associated with nation-building 
and Israeli culture, which include both work and leisure: guarding, plant-
ing, carrying fruit, parenting, a loving couple, hora-dancing, and making 
music. Fields, orange trees, and an emblematic settlement (similar to the 
one seen in Fig. 1) comprise the background. Modern transportation and 
machinery are represented: a tractor indicates progressive agriculture, a 
crane represents industry, a sailing ship suggests naval commerce. As with 
the previous posters, the dedication underscores the JNF’s educational 
agenda, with the bilingual text revealing the importance of disseminating 
its mission to children of the Jewish diaspora.48

The poster by Jean David was commissioned by the World Zionist 
Organization’s (WZO) Department of Education and Culture in the Dias-
pora. WZO established this department in 1948, as part of the restructur-
ing of its international roles vis-à-vis the State of Israel. Education abroad 
and teaching Hebrew were central to its activities,49 and commissioning a 
major artist such as David testifies to this. David implemented language-
teaching by spelling the objects’ names and the themes illustrated, using 
large lettering and punctuation marks.

The poster’s five registers display festivities and nation-building. David’s 
style, wherein objects and landscapes are reduced, abstracted, and flattened, 
is reflected in this poster.50 The top register displays a Menorah twice: as a 
ritual object and as the symbol of the state. It is coupled with two additional 
Jewish symbols—the shofar and the Star of David.5¹ The second register 
cites the national anthem, Hatikva, alongside symbols of the national 
Memorial Day for Fallen Soldiers, which annually precedes Independence 
Day celebrations. The third register displays a bonfire, representing Lag 
B’Omer, the holiday commemorating the Bar-Kokhba revolt.5² It also 
features hora-dancers and musical instruments associated with Indepen-
dence Day parades. The fourth register shows a combat airplane, weapons, 
and male and female soldiers. The fifth depicts cypresses, entitled “forest”, 
representing afforestation; a “shikun”—urban mass-housing residences; a 
building with a smoking chimney, entitled “factory”; and houses, entitled 
the “kibbutz”.
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Both Kimhi and David integrate representations of progress, moder-
nity, and military strength with Jewish symbols. Both secular culture and 
religion are expressed. While Kimhi depicts only an agricultural settlement, 
David includes the city by imaging a neighborhood and a factory. In this 
respect, Kimhi’s poster reifies Zionist iconography, which often omitted 
urban representations that were associated with the diasporic Jew and the 
unwarranted, yet always present, bourgeois/capitalist society.5³ In both 
posters industry represents progress; seen in conjunction with agriculture, 
diverse lifestyles are represented, as well as diverse professions. These imply 
personal freedom, a central value of modern, democratic secular societies.

It is important to note that such emblems of progress do not necessar-
ily reflect democratic regimes, and can be equally associated with totalitar-
ian ones. However, I argue that the combination of pictorial elements that 
merge progress with personal freedom support their interpretation as demo-
cratic. “Democracy, in one form or another, is one of the most ubiquitous 
features of modernity,” argues Anthony Giddens. He too advocates a broad 
and inclusive interpretation of the term, beyond forms of government, civil 
rights, etc.54 The images of progress in the posters can accordingly be con-
sidered as discursive elements that, in the context of hailing the individual, 
suggest democracy. Such a connection between democracy, progress, and 
freedom, was also introduced into national culture by the declaration of the 
establishment of the state of Israel of 14 May 1948, which stated that Israel 
“will foster the development of the country for the benefit of all its inhabit-
ants; it will be based on freedom, justice and peace”.55 While the meaning 
of this sentence is debated,56 Kimhi’s poster constitutes an artistic inter-
pretation of such democratic ideals, internalized during Israel’s first decade.

Nonetheless, the fact that representations of progress could also reflect 
totalitarian regimes did not go unnoticed by the artists and Kimhi was 
surely aware of it.57 As Yuval Danieli has noted, Israeli designers influenced 
by Soviet poster art were conscious of “the disparity between these two ways 
of life: a totalitarian regime founded on fear versus a . . . democratic way of 
life”.58 This disparity, however, was resolved by imaging the nation’s society 
and populace, rather than its leadership, as was often the case in totalitarian 
regimes.59 Kimhi’s poster indeed represents the people in its depiction of 
anonymous, abstracted figures, as does David’s. Moreover, Israeli posters, 
as well as posters from the global West, combined representations of civic 
duty or work, with leisure. In Soviet posters these activities were rarely 
juxtaposed, an expression of the regime’s control of every aspect of life.60

Gender equality constitutes an important aspect of democratic regimes. 
The Independence Day posters differ in their approach to this issue. Kimhi 
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depicts gender stereotypes rather than gender equality. Women or girls 
are stylized with long hair and large eyes. Two girls carry a plant and a 
fruit basket, reminding us of the Shavuot procession; others are dancing, 
making music, embracing a child, and coupled with a man. These roles 
are feminine, some are leisurely, and contrast the masculine activities of 
guarding and cultivating the land. Such representations reify early Israeli 
national ideologies that, as Nitza Berkowitz has shown, proclaimed gender 
equality, but in effect established Israeli womanhood as existing first and 
foremost through marriage, motherhood, and traditional feminine func-
tions.6¹ David creates an alternative by his depiction of a woman soldier. 
She is differentiated by her skirt and has no weapon. This representation 
may be associated with the 1949 legislation regarding compulsory army 
service, in which women’s enlistment was a central issue. In debates sur-
rounding this law, gender equality was weighed against motherhood, both 
equally important national ideals.6² While this poster’s dating to the early 
1950s is tentative, its representation of a woman soldier could reflect these 
contradictions in the perception of women’s roles.

In both posters soldiers and weapons are integrated with peaceful 
scenes of dancing, industrious men and women, as well as settlements. This 
juxtaposition conveys the idea that military strength and defense are vital 
for nation-building, enabling internal peaceful existence.6³ Haim Grossman 
has shown that the concept of “peace and security” with all its intricacy 
and duality of meaning, was prevalent in visual propaganda from the 1950s 
until the 1970s, and frequently appeared in Independence Day posters,64 
an argument supported by the posters discussed here.

The religious symbols in these posters have direct bearing on issues 
of religion, democracy, and the construction of national identity. In both 
posters, the menorah functions as a symbol that is both religious and civic. 
It represents one of the most important ties between the secular idea of 
the nation and Judaism.65 In “Ten Years of Statehood” it is replicated four 
times in white on the yellow banner, and is barely traceable. Such transpar-
ency expresses the duality attached to the menorah in early nationhood, as 
both secular and religious. David exemplifies this duality by representing 
two menorahs. The menorah is also boldly figured in the poster for the 
“Second World Jewish Youth Conference” (see Fig. 5); it structures Cesar’s 
poster (Fig. 6), and is sketched in Dudu Geva’s (see Fig. 7), all of which are 
discussed below. Richard Freund argues that appropriating the menorah as a 
national symbol required a reinterpretation of its ancient religious, mystical, 
and historical significance. The menorah’s diverse representations in these 
posters attest to its fluidity, a claim made by Freund as well.66
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Fluidity also characterizes the treatment of ethnic difference, which is 
veiled in both posters so as to create an image of national unity. Kimhi’s 
use of delicate shades, transparencies, and lack of detail, as well as the 
similarities that exist among his figures, mediate the aspiration for unity. 
The new immigrant is absent, and is perhaps alluded to by the different 
female physiognomies. The Orientalized images of the girl carrying a basket 
over her head and the seated flute player suggest the obfuscated presence 
of Palestinians, as these images are reminiscent of their stereotypical repre-
sentations in Bezalel art.67 However, their abstraction and context prevent 
identification with a specific ethnicity. Kimhi’s figures thus expose the com-
plexities of representing Jewish ethnicities and minority identities, chiefly 
those of Mizrahi Jews and Palestinians.

The customs and social practices of Mizrahi Jews and Palestinians were 
considered as countering Israeli identity. The latter was defined by progress 
and modernity, marking any substitutes to this way of life as inferior. In her 
seminal essay, “Rupture and Return”, Ella Shohat writes that “The domi-
nant discourse of Euro-Israeli policy makers and scholars has suggested that 
Asian and African Jews—not unlike the Palestinian population—originate 
from ‘primitive’, ‘backward’, ‘underdeveloped’, ‘premodern’ societies and 
therefore, unlike Ashkenazim, require modernization.”68 Shenhav, too, 
underscores the ambivalent attitude towards Arab Jews in the early years of 
the state, an attitude that categorized them as part of the national commu-
nity yet, at the same time, a separate entity.69 Kimhi’s representation does 
not echo, nor does it substantiate, clear dichotomies such as modern vs. 
traditional, progress vs. primitive, that were used to describe the meeting of 
Mizrahi Jews or Palestinians with the dominant Israeli culture.70 Rather, the 
ambivalence argued by Shenhav is revealed in Kimhi’s balancing of modern 
nation-building with an understated Orientalized imagery. This is coupled 
with an effacement of ethnic subject matter, as minimal facial features and 
scant details characterize the figures.

Both David and Kimhi depict hora-dancers, a motif that was popular 
in posters and connoted Israeli identity.7¹ The dancers also appear in Effie’s 
1963 poster for the “Second World Jewish Youth Conference”. Both Effie 
and David represent faceless dancers depicted from behind or in profile; 
different colors and dress indicate diversity and represent immigrants, vari-
ous Israeli settlers, or Muslims.7² However, depicting the dancers as faceless, 
proportionally small, and devoid of details, mutes this differentiation—an 
approach similar to Kimhi’s. In these posters, citizens are thus identified 
by their participatory actions of nation-building; they express democratic 
egalitarianism as well as a shared identity, and exemplify a utopic yearning 
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for a unified nation, which entailed a relinquishing of any ethnic, cultural, 
or religious signifiers of the country’s diverse communities.

“ARCHITECTURAL” OTHERNESS

I explore here the presence or absence of Palestinians as a minority, which 
exposes the complexity of defining Israel’s national identity as Jewish and 
democratic, and problematizes the negotiation of difference. This com-
plexity is exhibited in posters of the 1960s and early 1970s, which often 
represented Palestinians not by their portrayal, but through the depiction 
of Islamic architecture.7³

The exclusion of Palestinians from national identity was both cultural 
and political.74 Their absence in the earlier posters is problematized by the 
obfuscation of Middle Eastern ethnicity in general, which I have demon-
strated in analyzing the representation of Mizrahi Jews. My search for such 
representations is in itself problematic, since it suggests that Middle Eastern 
ethnicity must be preserved by stereotyping. Nonetheless, in official post-
ers the negotiation of difference often recruits stereotypes for the sake of 
visibility, as will be shown with regard to architecture.

Effie’s “Second Jewish World Conference” poster (see Fig. 5), discussed 
above in relation to the hora-dancers, exemplifies this. Here a prominent 
tower rises above the walled and domed Jerusalem, echoing a typical min-
aret. It probably represents the Tower of David, an Ottoman minaret 
appropriated by Zionism as a symbol of Jerusalem.75 The style evokes a 
torn-paper collage, and abstraction is again used for the erasure of religious 
details such as the crescent. The tower is represented alongside recognizable, 
newly-built Jewish religious edifices: the Hechal Shlomo and Hebrew Uni-
versity synagogues.76 The Tower of David, a Muslim minaret, demonstrates 
the ambiguity of using architecture to represent minorities: while it forms 
part of the city’s iconic architecture, when coupled with Jewish edifices 
and the Menorah it promotes the Israeli-Jewish image of Jerusalem, which 
was appropriate for a WZO poster dedicated to convening Jewish youth 
from twenty countries.77 Thus, Jerusalem’s architecture unifies international 
Jewry, and local ethnic diversity remains obscure.

An additional example of alluding to Palestinians by evoking Islamic 
architecture is Cesar’s poster “There’s a place for you in Israel” (see Fig. 6), 
dated 1971. It was produced by the Jewish Agency in the year of its recon-
stitution.78 The poster promotes aliya—the agency’s key mission—and was 
thus an appropriate theme for reconstitution. The English text indicates 
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that Anglo-Saxon Jewry was this poster’s target audience. It displays a large 
stained-glass-like menorah, divided into compartments. The menorah’s 
second tier depicts Jerusalem, with colorful towers and domes rising above 
its walls, integrated with menorahs. The towers are reminiscent of minarets 
or church steeples, yet have no crescents or crosses. The domes either carry 
menorahs or have no symbols at all. These elements thus potentially explore 
the presence of Israel’s Others, yet are an Oriental pastiche and a very vague 
reminder of them. Contrary to these, national architectural icons identified 
with Judaism, such as the Shrine of the Book at the Israel Museum,79 as well 
as one of the Jewish neighborhoods’ windmills, can be clearly recognized. 
Democracy, as expressed through diversity, is represented by architecture; 
yet the menorahs and the Zionist/Israeli architecture suggest that it exists 
under Jewish hegemony, while the absence of Christian or Muslim symbols 
on the buildings underscores the cultural exclusion of Israel’s minorities.

In their use of architecture to express diversity, these two posters 
exhibit a significant transformation in displaying ethnic minorities. How-
ever, the abstraction of this architecture renders Israel’s Others as stereo-
typical and generalized.

DEMOCRACY, DIFFERENCE,  
AND JUDAISM ARTICULATED ANEW

This section investigates new approaches to democracy, difference, and 
Judaism in posters of the 1970s. In the beginning of this decade, poster 
design continued earlier trends, as in the case of Cesar’s poster discussed 
above. Other examples, however, reflect the increasing moral introspec-
tion in Israeli society during this period.80 Israel’s cultural atmosphere 
transformed significantly: the assertion of identity by Mizrahi Jews vis-à-
vis the European−Ashkenazi hegemony, the growing debate regarding the 
Palestinian question, and the Yom Kippur War—all affected this change. 
The signing of the peace treaty with Egypt in 1978 further impacted Israel’s 
self-image and perception of regional relationships. As shown by Grossman 
and Agam-Dali, posters expressed these changes in numerous ways.8¹ The 
examples I discuss here demonstrate this too.

The first poster is by caricaturist and designer Dudu Geva (1950–2005), 
printed in 1971 for Israel’s 23rd Independence Day (see Fig. 7).8² This 
English-language poster was commissioned by the Ministry of Education’s 
Publicity Department, and the slogan “Israel: Real, Free and 23” indicates 
that it was intended for audiences abroad. Stylistically, it is closely associated 
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with 1960s “Hippy” posters8³ that were characterized by dense, swirling pat-
terning, and an abundant use of bold colors, such as magenta and cyan.84

The poster was created in the interim between the War of Attrition and 
the Yom Kippur War. As a consequence of the Six-Day War, this period wit-
nessed some markedly euphoric and optimistic cultural manifestations.85 
Geva’s joyful poster accordingly depicts a rising sun and is packed with 
smiling figures. Jerusalem is depicted in its center with the Red Sea, the 
Dead Sea, the Lake of Galilee, and the Mediterranean abstractly condensed 
around it, in a map-like arrangement. Maps frequently appeared in posters; 
they symbolized the state and their delineation of borders and choice of 
locales carried political significance.86 The articulation of geography and 
territory in this poster is unique, as Geva draws a state without borders, 
avoiding their definition and thus representing a momentarily carefree 
Israel. This collapse of the familiar representation of national borders is 
comparable to other cultural manifestations, which following the Six-Day 
War connoted a new sense of a “borderless” geographic space.87

Geva portrays diversity in an uncompromising manner. Architecture 
again plays a central role: the Dome of the Rock and the Tower of David 
are placed at the center of the composition. Unlike Cesar’s poster, where 
domes functioned as a generalized or Jewish symbol of Jerusalem, Geva 
depicts a specific edifice and displays the Muslim crescent. The dominance 
of the Dome of the Rock establishes it as part of the post-1967 unified 
Jerusalem, which was perceived as unthreatened by Arab and Palestinian 
presence. Christian architecture is also represented, by depicting crosses on 
church belfries. In addition to this architectural diversity, Palestinians are 
clearly represented. The poster’s caricature style dictates stereotyping, and 
thus Muslims wear Kaffiyyas, and are either riding a camel or a donkey, 
or kneeling in prayer; Christians are represented by a crusader knight and 
robed clergy. Additional domed buildings possibly represent synagogues, 
yet have no precedence over other religious architecture. Jews wearing Kip-
pahs and some Haredi Jews are portrayed, but altogether the majority of 
characters represent secular Israelis. These representations and the emphasis 
on cultural and religious diversity are certainly novel. However, Geva’s use 
of caricature locates diversity within the relatively secure sphere of humor.

The slogan “free” attached to Israel underscores a democratic regime, 
reminding us of David’s quoting of the national anthem in his poster. More-
over, the Knesset building, the seat of parliament and the heart of demo-
cratic rule, is placed quite centrally. A tiny national flag and a Menorah refer 
to the flags that adorn the building and to the sculpture of the Menorah of 
the Knesset.88 These symbols represent the physical space of democracy in 
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Jerusalem’s government precinct and function in a dual meaning, signify-
ing the national and the religious spheres. The myriad of figures, buildings, 
and landscapes thus articulate democracy and diversity in their idyllic state, 
without allowing controversy or conflict to surface.

The second poster was made as part of a series commemorating Jeru-
salem, created by Raphie Etgar (b. 1947) for WZO, and sponsored in 
association with the Ministry of Tourism and Israel’s national airline, El-Al 
(see Fig. 8).89 This series is not dated,90 but based on Etgar’s emergence as a 
designer in the 1970s and the posters’ style and production techniques, they 
can be dated to the 1970s. I propose a dating circa 1978—a year marking 
important developments: The WZO 1978–79 annual report describes the 
establishment of a new advocacy department,9¹ which undertook produc-
tions celebrating Israel’s thirtieth anniversary and Jerusalem Day—the 
annual celebration of the reunification of Jerusalem. To commemorate the 
latter, at least one poster, titled “One Jerusalem—the City of Peace”, was 
produced.9² It is likely that Etgar’s series was part of this initiative. Each 
of his posters mediated peace and co-existence by displaying photos of the 
city on a black background. On every poster “Jerusalem” was inscribed in 
English, in an antiquated Celtic-style font; an additional text was included, 
describing an aspect of the city in Hebrew and in five additional European 
languages (English, Russian, Spanish, French, and German). The aspired-
for image of co-existence was lessened by the omission of Arabic, although 
this was obviously because the posters were intended for political and tour-
istic propaganda in Europe and America. The posters’ themes could also be 
related to President Anwar Sadat’s historic visit to Jerusalem in 1977, and to 
the signing of the peace treaty with Egypt the following year.

The poster discussed here reads: “Thousands of worshippers of all reli-
gions and creeds, all look up to the same skies of the holy city, all hoping 
for one moment of heavenly grace.”9³ It displays three equally-sized photos 
depicting Jewish, Christian, and Muslim liturgy: Priests during a ceremony 
at the Holy Sepulcher, Jews celebrating Succoth at the Wailing Wall, and 
Muslims, mostly women, praying in the exterior space of the Haram-al-
Sharif, with the Dome of the Rock seen in the background.

The equal space occupied by the photos and the unity of their subject 
matter certainly suggests a novel, egalitarian approach. The poster’s com-
position constructs an image of Israel as upholding democracy by under-
scoring the religious liberties of all its minorities.94 The use of photographs 
renders this image an objectivity that cannot be achieved by graphic design 
alone. Their documentary character disguises the historicizing and stereo-
typing of diversity: The clergy wear traditional ceremonial attire, conveying 
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historical continuity between present-day Jerusalem and its Christian past. 
The Muslim women wear traditional clothes and pray in the historical 
context of the ancient monument, while traditionally-dressed Orthodox 
Jews enact the Succoth ceremony. Here, Judaism is no longer perceived 
chiefly as a civil religion, a fact that attests to a changing attitude towards it. 
However, the depiction of the Wailing Wall, which was conquered during 
the Six-Day War and symbolized its victory, contributes national meaning 
to the image.95 While religious egalitarianism is upheld, the Jewish scene 
is placed in the center. Its participants are proportionally larger and more 
salient than their counterparts, thus declaring Jewish hegemony. This rep-
resentation reinforces the poster’s political agenda of confirming Jerusalem’s 
status as the Israeli capital and as a united city, an idea that was strengthened 
by underscoring its ecumenism.96 In this respect, this poster visualizes the 
peace discourse that took place in Israel during these years. According to 
Gavriely-Nuri, this discourse had a dual meaning of upholding a longing 
for peace, yet conversely emphasizing the importance of the strategic gains 
of the Six-Day War, and thus perceiving peace as compromising these 
gains.97 Etgar’s poster is consistent with this observation, as it creates a 
discourse between ecumenism and an understated manifestation of Israeli 
hegemony.98

A significant change in cultural meanings is thus demonstrated in 
these 1970s posters: Judaism is represented as one among several religions, 
as opposed to its singularity in the earlier posters. The inclusion of Chris-
tian and Muslim Palestinians and depiction of Orthodox Jews exposes 
Israel’s Others. They are present, yet their earlier obfuscation is replaced 
by stereotyping. As Ruth Iskin concludes in her investigation of the use of 
anti-Semitic stereotypes in Israeli posters, even when a stereotype is enlisted 
in a new critical context—in our case as an affirmation of Israeli society’s 
Others—it nonetheless remains a stereotype, framing its subjects in their 
familiar roles and impeding or disregarding change and difference among 
the minorities themselves.99 A clear representation of the Other, achieved 
here by traditional garb or characteristic gestures, is necessary, as Lisa Naka-
mura notes “To both attract [viewers] with its beauty and picturesqueness 
and reassure [them] of their own identity as ‘not Other’.”¹00 Similarly, the 
minorities represented here define Jewish and Israeli identities by reiterat-
ing what they are not. These posters nonetheless suggest a profound change 
in the perception of national identity, and introduce multiculturalism. As 
propaganda posters they do not subvert national identity. Rather, they 
manipulate it by allocating a new space for Israeli democracy’s Others, who 
are defined mainly by their religion.
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CONCLUSION

The posters discussed above created the visualization of Israeli national 
identity through an articulation of democracy, Judaism, and gender and 
ethnic difference. Created by eight design studios, these posters are not 
necessarily representative of an entire corpus. Rather, some of them are 
quite unique in their exploration of the medium and interpretations of 
local and global styles. The themes they engage reveal the palimpsest of 
Israeli society and nationhood with all its complexities, exhibiting ideals, 
identity, and social practices.

In their paper on popular culture in Israel and Palestine, Rebecca Stein 
and Ted Swedenburg discuss the place of culture in the scholarship of Israel/
Palestine, advocating a reassessment of the relationship between culture and 
hegemony.¹0¹ Their analysis is valuable for the present study, and applies 
to the role of posters in society as well. In this vein, the poster’s cultural 
and social contribution is a “crucial locus of political engagement”.¹0² 
However, the propaganda poster is not entirely subservient to the nation-
state, as it expresses the artist’s position vis-à-vis hegemonic structures; 
the poster’s function as a visual manifestation allows it to convey multiple 
meanings even when commissioned by government authorities or national 
agencies. Thus, although I have identified recurring social phenomena and 
national ideals, each poster requires individual analysis. Still, the posters 
analyzed here can offer new insights on the representation of nation and 
society. Exploring how posters image the concepts of democracy, difference, 
and Judaism helps understand their negotiation and assess the posters’ 
contribution to the formation of other visual forms.

At the beginning of the article I discussed the problem of defining 
democracy and the difficulty in determining how it was visualized. Its defi-
nitions have been controversial, and, as a “Jewish” and “democratic” regime 
within which the Palestinian minority lacks full civil rights, Israeli democ-
racy remains inherently contradictory. The article researched the represen-
tation of these contradictions. In this context, posters represented Judaism 
so as to affirm Israeli identity as Jewish and democratic. Two approaches 
for visualizing this were demonstrated: first, Jewish textual and liturgical 
content was represented alongside nation-building, as exhibited by the 
holiday posters; second, emblematic representations, wherein symbols, such 
as the menorah or architecture representing Jewish religious buildings, were 
depicted. Diversity within Judaism itself became more apparent in the 1970s 
posters, with the representation of Haredi Jews.
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Holiday posters and posters promoting aliya manifested the connec-
tion between democracy and nation-building. They pictured industrial and 
agricultural labor, defense, settlements, towns, and new public architecture. 
In their expression of different ways of life, they constituted democratic 
spaces; Jerusalem’s buildings also constructed these spaces as representing 
ethnic difference, thus suggesting multiculturalism.

Most of the posters discussed here, especially those created prior to 
the 1970s, obfuscated Israel’s Others—be they new immigrants or Palestin-
ians. The veiling of difference was not only a product of unsolved political 
issues; it served as a tool for representing a unified Israeli society– its Others 
understated so as to fit in hegemonic cultural practices. The artists’ use of 
modern artistic devices such as abstraction, collage, and bold coloring, 
was crucial to mellowing representations of difference and lessening their 
salience. Later posters used caricature and photographic documentation to 
represent not only ethnic difference, but also the diverse social or religious 
practices identified with specific ethnic groups. Thus, while earlier posters 
represented democracy by obscuring ethnic diversity, later works projected 
democratic ideals by using forthright representations of difference. The 
posters’ propaganda function remained apparent in their use of stereotypes 
and the portrayal of an idyllic coexistence. Thus, images of ethnic difference 
were not used to expose the complexities of Israeli democracy, and glossed 
over the Arab-Israeli and Palestinian-Israeli conflicts.

Finally, posters represented gender equality—central to a secular and 
democratic national identity—by depicting men and women engaged in 
similar cultural activities and civic duty. However, posters used feminine 
stereotypes and partially preserved the traditional roles of women, thus 
negating a full egalitarian display.

The article has shown that each poster, at the time of its creation, 
represented the ambiguities of Israeli culture and the complexities of its 
democracy and multiculturalism. Poster artists chose styles and imagery 
that were directly related to these dilemmas of representation. They dem-
onstrate the different approaches towards issues of secularism and religion, 
unity and diversity, equality and progress—all aspects of the modern, 
democratic nation-state. The posters constructed the visual expression of 
national identity, as well its processes of transformation and change.
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Figure 1: Roli Studio (Gad Rothschild and Ze’ev Lipman), Bikkurim, N.D. 
(c. 1955–1960), Printed by JNF (Keren Kayemet LeIsrael). CZA, KRA/1814.

Courtesy of the Central Zionist Archives.

Figure 2: Menachem Gueffen,  
Chag Shavuot - Yom Matan Torah 
(Shavuot - Day of Giving the 
Torah, printed by JNF. CZA, 
KRA/248.
Courtesy of the Central Zionist 
Archives.
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Figure 3: Yechezkel Kimhi, Israel - Ten Years of Statehood, 1958,  
produced by JNF. CZA, KRA/135.

Courtesy of the Central Zionist Archives.

Figure 4: Jean David, Yom 
Ha’Atzmaut (Independence 
Day), N.D., Printed by the 
WZO. CZA KRA/122.
Courtesy of the Central Zionist 
Archives.
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Figure 5: Effie, Second World 
Jewish Youth Conference, 1963. 
CZA, KRA/2104
Courtesy of the Central Zionist 
Archives.

Figure 6: Cesar, There’s a Place for 
You in Israel, 1971. Printed by the 
Jewish Agency. CZA KRA/334.
Courtesy of the Central Zionist 
Archives.
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Figure 8: Raphie Etgar, Jerusalem, N. D. Printed by the WZO. CZA KRA/3806.
Courtesy of the Central Zionist Archives.

Figure 7: Dudu Geva, Israel: 
Real, Free and 23, 1971. CZA 
KRA/318.
Courtesy of Mishkan Museum of 
Art, Ein Harod and the CZA.
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